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Comedy and Race: Trevor Noah’s Use of Humour in Discussing Racism  

 

 In 2015, a relatively unknown 31-year-old South Africa comic named Trevor Noah was 

chosen to replace John Stewart as the new host of Comedy Central’s immensely popular late-

night comedy show, “The Daily Show.” Noah, although popular in South Africa, was new to the 

American television scene and a surprising choice to replace one of the most successful late-

night hosts of all time and take over a show so successful it won 23 Primetime Emmy awards. 

Just over one year into taking over the show, the mixed-race comedian is beginning to flourish in 

a role that provides him with an opportunity to use comedy as a means to discuss important 

topics like racism, a subject that has been at the forefront of his life since growing up in South 

Africa during the apartheid. Noah’s unique upbringing as a mixed-race comedian from apartheid 

South Africa influenced his approach to “The Daily Show,” and comedy like Noah’s is one of 

the few remaining places where race and racism is worked through in a fair and serious manner.  

 

 Trevor Noah was born on February 20th, 1984 in Johannesburg, South Africa. Born and 

raised in Soweto, a neighborhood in Johannesburg at the epicenter of political protest during 

apartheid South Africa, Noah had a unique upbringing that would influence his entire life and 

comedy career (Tobia). Noah’s mother was black (Xhosa) and his father was white (Swiss-

German), and their union was illegal under the regime’s Immortality Act, leading Noah to often 

refer to the fact that he was “born a crime” in comedy skits (Poplak, Tobia). Noah grew up 

during a hostile time in South Africa when the government would often impose strict 9 p.m. 

curfew for non-whites, his mother and father would be forced walk on opposite sides of the street 

to hide their union, and to avoid trouble his parents would sometimes even drop Noah, a mixed-

race child, “like a bag of weed” when the police were in sight (Tobia).  
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When the apartheid ended, Noah got into the increasingly popular South African stand up 

comedy scene. In August of 2009, a young American film student by the name of David Paul 

Meyer traveled to South Africa and discovered Noah after hearing about the expanding comedy 

scene and “of people from various parts of Africa having a sense of humor about their often dire 

situations to help them cope” (Tobia). Noah’s ability to speak eight languages helped him relate to 

South Africa’s many cultural groups, his good looks and charms made him easy on the eyes, and 

his spot-on accents and impressions earned him steady laughs, even as he continued to learn the 

basics of stand-up (Tobia). With the help of Meyer’s documentary, Noah went on to become the 

most famous comedian in South Africa, continuing to do stand up alongside hosting award shows 

and staring on his own talk show, “Tonight with Trevor Noah” (Tobia).   

 

According to Richard Poplak, Noah’s successful comedy career depends on his South 

African heritage, writing, “without context, without South Africa, Noah quickly loses meaning. 

His home country’s national obsession is, after all and unsurprisingly, race” (Poplak). Although 

Noah now performs for a mostly American audience, race is still at the forefront of everything he 

does and says, and his South African heritage and mixed-race ethnicity provides him with a 

unique perspective from which to speak and approach the show. “I grew up under the harsh 

racial oppression of apartheid as a person of mixed ethnicity,” Noah writes. “The lines between 

black and white were clearly drawn and enforced with guns and tanks, but because I am neither 

black nor white, I was forced to live between those lines. I was forced to communicate across 

those lines. I was forced to learn how to approach people, and problems, with nuance. If I hadn’t, 

I wouldn’t have survived” (Noah).   

 

  Due to his mixed-race upbringing in apartheid South Africa, Noah approaches “The 

Daily Show” differently than Stewart did and than most Americans are used to. “In South 

Africa… we also use comedy to critique and analyze, and while we don’t let our politicians off 

the hook, we don’t eviscerate one another,” Noah writes. “If anything, my stand-up shows back 

home are a place where we can push away the history of apartheid’s color classifications — 

where black, white, colored and Indian people use laughter to deal with shared trauma and pain. 

In South Africa, comedy brings us together. In America, it pulls us apart” (Noah). Where Stewart 

approached the show by eviscerating the opponents of liberal, progressive America, attacking 
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and attempting to destroy them, Noah approaches the show like his life –leading a between the 

lines narrative instead of one that attacks those opposing liberal ideals (Noah). Noah is able to 

successfully lead a between the lines narrative in the show because as a mixed-race man in South 

Africa, he has been living a similar narrative his entire life, writing, “When you grow up in the 

middle, you see that life is more in the middle than it is on the sides. The majority of people are 

in the middle, the margin of victory is almost always in the middle, and very often the truth is 

there as well, waiting for us” (Noah).  

 

  “The Daily Show” provides Noah with a platform to show America that it is possible to 

think and live between the lines, something Americans have trouble doing. In the show, Noah 

uses comedy as a tool to bridge the gap between real-world issues and the way people perceive 

them. “Comedy is truth,” Noah says. “That’s why people laugh. When you tell a joke, when you 

say something, the visceral reaction that comes from within other people is elicited by the 

acknowledgement of some truth” (Dolan). According to Noah, America is viewed by a lot of the 

world of a beacon of democracy, but upon further examination he realized that the country is not 

as immune to the ills of the world as he thought it was, and he attempts to demonstrate that. After 

Donald Trump was elected president, Noah shared his opinions on what it meant for race and 

gender relations, saying, “I think it’s sad we are now living in a place where we are normalizing 

and moving on so quickly from two glaring truths… there are people who put two things above 

everything else, and that is whiteness and that is also sex and misogyny” (Song).  

 

  Although ratings for “The Daily Show” have dropped since Noah took over the show in 

2015, Noah is beginning to grow into his role as a comedic ambassador of racial issues, and his 

show is connecting to a younger audience, ranking number one among Comedy Central shows 

with milllennials (Cuccinello). Additionally, Noah’s unique approach to the show as well as his 

personality and opinions on race are beginning to become clearer and be used more effectively, 

best exemplified on November 30th, 2016, when Noah interviewed television and online video 

host Tomi Lahren in what turned out to be one of his most successful and popular episodes to 

date.  
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  Noah starts the show by introducing Lahren with a clip of one of her most popular rants 

where she, a white women, angrily goes off on anti-Trump protestors for rioting in the streets 

(Lahren). First, Lauren overlooks Trump’s sexism and makes clear her support for the new 

president, while putting down Clinton for her actions oversees, but Noah is quick to point out 

that we should not be concerned about what is going on oversees when women are getting raped 

and looked down upon everyday in America, and Trump’s sexism allows for that narrative to 

continue (Lahren). Later, Lahren puts down Black Lives Matter and even compares the group to 

the KKK because certain protestors turned to looting and rioting, citing the killings of police 

officers in Dallas, Texas (1). Again, though, Noah reminds Lahren and the audience that you can 

not condemn a group for the actions of a few people, arguing that Black Lives Matter did not tell 

supporters to kill or riot, so just because a few people carried out those terrible actions does not 

mean the group accepts them, saying, “there is a distinction between a movement and the 

people” (Lahren). Noah elaborates on the KKK comparison to further support his claim, arguing 

that Black Lives Matter is unlike the KKK because the KKK has a narrative surrounding killing 

black people and rioting, whereas the Black Lives Matter movement has a completely different 

narrative (Lahren).  

 

  On top of permitting a fair discourse and successfully arguing against Lahrens’ points, 

Noah breaks up the interview with humour that effectively lessens up the tension while also 

sticking to the point. For example, when Lahren attempts to argue that she is not racist and does 

not use racist slurs, she says, “I don’t see colour” (Lahren). Noah brilliantly responds, “You 

don’t see color? So what do you do at a traffic light?” He goes on to say, “I don’t believe in that 

at all, when people say that, there is nothing wrong with seeing colour, it’s how you treat colour 

that’s more important” (Lahren). Here, Noah humourously brings up a very important point, 

arguing that in an era that purports to be colourblind it is important to recognize that everyone 

sees colour, and from there we can attempt to treat people of every colour with respect.  

  

 Lastly, Noah does a good job of pointing out that although Lauren believes she is not 

racist, her opinions and views have been formed from a place of affluence and whiteness that 

privileged her entire life. Lahren attacks San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick for 

kneeling during the national anthem in an attempt to fight the oppression of black people in 
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America, arguing that there is no reason to disrespect the flag and military and people of all 

colours who fought for the flag (Lahren). Noah responds by arguing that there is a reason if, 

“maybe you are a person who has lived and read through history and you realized that a lot of 

those people of every color who died for this country, some of them didn’t have the rights that 

their fellow servicemen had when they came back to the country… maybe you are one of those 

people who realize that the penal system in America was designed to oppress black people, it 

was designed to enslave people, it is a relic of slavery” (Lahren). Noah goes on to argue that 

Lahren believes that America is the greatest country in the world because of her whiteness and 

privilege, and it has not been as good to people of colour. Additionally, when Lahren suggests 

Kaepernick went about his protest in the wrong way by kneeling during the anthem, Noah asks 

her to suggest the right way for black people to fight for their rights, to which Lahren has no real 

response (Lahren). Noah’s interview with Lahren best exemplifies his ability to use humour to 

discuss racism in a serious way, while at the same time he proves that listening and attempting to 

construct a between the lines dialog can be more effective than attacking.  

 

  Comedy sometimes gets a bad reputation due to the way some comics use serious topics 

like racism to get a cheap laugh, but it is important to understand that comedy has become one of 

the few remaining fields where race and racism is discussed in a thoughtful manner. In fact, 

comedy has filled a hole in today’s society, replacing news shows as the main medium to talk 

about important topics like race. According to John Stewart, former host of “The Daily Show,” 

news talk shows that once had civilized and rational discussions about topics like race have 

become more sensationalized, doing anything they can to get more views and higher ratings 

(Stewart). In an interview on CNN’s “Crossfire,” Stewart argues that news networks like CNN 

have a duty to seriously and fairly talk about important topics, saying, “you have a responsibility 

to the public discourse, and you fail miserably” (Stewart). Furthermore, Stewart citizens CNN 

and the shows’ hosts for “doing theatre when you’re supposed to be doing debate” (Stewart). 

Stewart argues that news shows like “Crossfire” have a great opportunity to challenge politicians 

and debate important topics, and instead it is falling on comedy shows like “The Daily Show” to 

do so instead, showing that comedy has become one of the few remaining fields where important 

issues like race are being discussed thoughtfully.  
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  Although it is unfortunate that news networks have fallen short when it comes to 

representing real issues like race, comedy is a useful tool for discussing these sensitive topics. 

Laughter can be a unifying force and a leveler of divisions and is often the only way we can 

discuss topics that are too painful, awkward, or explosive to address in other ways (Scott). 

According to O. A. Scott, “in our self-conscious, suspicious and defensive time — when the 

default settings of public discourse seem to vacillate between piety and rage — comedy might be 

the only widely available vehicle for the arguments we otherwise don’t want to have” (Scott). In 

fact, according to Freud, comedy and jokes allow us to tap into thoughts and emotions that we 

otherwise disregard or restrain (Green 6). By expressing these neglected emotions we experience 

“a type of pleasure that would normally be inaccessible, and the relief that is felt once the 

discomfort or unfamiliarity of the interaction is disrupted or diminished creates this pleasure” 

(Green 6). Comedy is thus a way to reduce the dissonance between opposing parties, facilitating 

further interaction by making the uncomfortable situation appear more manageable and less 

overwhelming. (Green 6).  

 

  Because comedy allows us to discuss topics that are otherwise hard to discuss, such as 

race, and we even derive pleasure from joking about these topics, comedy has become a safe 

place to highlight instances of racism in everyday life (Akitunde). According to Anthonia 

Akitunde, new black comedians like Noah are building on the political humour of greats like 

Richard Pryor and Dick Gregory, using satire to make fun of racism instead of hitting you over 

the head and saying ‘that’s wrong.’ In other words, new black comedians are bypassing “easy 

insults and ignorant caricatures in favor of confrontation and analysis, forcing listeners of 

whatever color to think about the thorny contradictions of identity in America and to laugh at 

them together” (Scott). New black comedy has become a form of rebellion against the dominant 

group, challenging acceptable racial discourse by placing race and racial difference at the 

forefront of the discussion (Green 3). This comedy is committed to challenging the hegemony of 

whites and the maltreatment of blacks, and has effectively worked to oppose oppression and 

celebrate blackness (Green 3). According to Dexter B. Gordon, humor continues to be a 

relatively safe way to do violence to the oppressor in return for injustice and it allows for the 

dominant group to gain easy insight into the cultural world of the minority group (Green 7). 

Thus, comedy is an effective way to improve racial relations by encouraging reflection and 
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investigation of existing racial systems, promoting social resistance by strengthen collective 

identities, and normalizing and validating racialized social experiences (Green 5). Comedy’s 

potential to be an effective tool to impact racial relations is precisely why political comics like 

Noah are so important, especially during such a difficult time in American history.  

 

  Trevor Noah has stepped up as the new host of Comedy Central’s “The Daily Show.” 

Noah is effectively building on the success of past comics and proving that humour can be an 

effective tool in discussing important sensitive topics like racism, and the importance of Noah’s 

comedy is heightened by the fact that his show is one of the few remaining places where racism 

is worked through in a serious manner. Additionally, Noah relies on his unique upbringing and 

distinct personality to prove that to be successful as a late-night comedy show host, one does not 

need to attack the opponents of liberal, progressive America, but can instead promote a between 

the lines narrative that is fair for both sides. As Noah writes, “we can be unwavering in our 

commitment to racial equality while still breaking bread with the same racist people who’ve 

oppressed us. I know it can be done because I had no choice but to do it, and it is the reason I am 

where I am today” (Noah). 
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